
Solutions for 
Environment | Safety | Sustainability

ESC provides a broad range of air and 
noise consultancy services to address 
and control air quality and 
environmental noise. We partner with 
public and private sector clients to 
resolve air, odour, and noise issues 
and ensure that our solutions are 
balanced with your business and 
technical needs.

Our purpose-fit solutions help you 
achieve industry best practice air 
quality and noise standards and 
mitigate any impacts.

With experience from country-wide 
inventories and modelling to 
individual site studies, our skills and 
tools have been tested, adapted and 
calibrated to the local Asian context. 
Whether evaluating innovative 
policies, testing alternative scenarios, 
assessing project impacts or 
conducting monitoring programmes,  
we deliver secure and holistic answers 
based on bulletproof science and a 
proven track record.

Air Quality & Noise Management

What We Do



EnviroSolutions & Consulting (ESC) is the leading Environment, Safety, and 
Sustainability consultancy in Asia. Our international and multidisciplinary 

teams are uniquely equipped with Local Knowledge and Global Expertise to 
address your complex sustainability challenges.

Air Quality Compliance and Permitting
Air Quality Assessment
Indoor Air Quality
Dust Assessment 
Environmental Noise Assessment
Noise & Acoustics
Air quality & noise monitoring 
Air quality & noise consulting
Air quality & noise forecasting
Mitigation and control measures
Risk Management Planning
Carbon emissions trading and 
footprinting

Our Technical CapabilitiesOur Approach

Our experts use scientifically based 
methods, state of the art tools, and the 
most up-to-date technology to deliver 
solutions to manage your local and 
regional air quality and noise issues.

Whether evaluating innovative policies, 
testing alternative scenarios, assessing 
project impacts or conducting 
monitoring programmes, we deliver 
secure and holistic answers based on 
bulletproof science and a proven track 
record in Asia. Clients across industries 
benefit from our credibility and trust 
acquired through many years of dealing 
with regulatory authorities.

enquiries@envirosc.comwww.envirosc.com


